
Highlights of the 

Singhrow Movement 

 

From 2008 to 2011 this 

movement was created to 

educate street youth about 

Sikh History 



This was the First Ever Statement we released to 

Sikh Public 
 

 

 

Our Mission 

Singhrow Productions was set up to teach the Street youth about our roots, warrior culture and traditions in a down to 

earth way. Sikh-Panjabis are known as lions that stand up for justice, righteousness and humanity. The saint soldiers of 

Punjab have a glorious history of bravery; Singhrow just wants to share this with modern day youth! 

 

 

Why we use the name singhrow/Singhnirow? 

 

If you look at life, people that commit horrendous crimes usually end up on deathrow in some countries, in other words 

they get killed for being criminals. If you look at Sikh history our Gurus and many Sikhs have been attacked just for being 

Sikh or making a stand for truth. This has not changed even in this day and age - therefore when you are born into or 

adapt Sikhi, be prepared to be on Singhrow/Singhnirow.  

 

Our Disclaimer  
 

We are not gynais (knowable scholars), saints, preachers, spiritual people or role models. We are just some peeps that 

share the views in our hearts and care about the welfare of our community. We are not saying that our views are right, 

but we feel they are and just put them out there to share to others how we feel about certain things. We don’t use the 

names singhrow or Sikh unit because we are poise Sikhs with poise deeds. We just have the surname Singh and were born 

into a Sikh family, so it’s just something we identify with; we are just Sikhs by name not by deeds like most of the youth in 

the UK. 

 



Singhrow Missionary Projects  

Singhrow Productions was a splinter 

organisation that sprouted from the 

Sikh Unit movement. When we shut 

down the Sikh Unit Vigilante gang in 

2008 due to deaths, jails and personal 

circumstances of our members, we 

launched Singhrow parchaar group to 

spread the voice of the streets 

amongst the Sikh community (teach 

them about being streetwise and 

reality). Singhrow was solely an 

awareness group, we achieved more 

through Singhrow then we did with 

Sikh Unit, fighting is short term, and 

the consequences are not worth it, it 

took us a bit of time to learn that. But 

after losing a few people we realised 

that education is the key, if there is no 

victims and if every Sikh family had the knowledge to look after their own family there is no need to retaliate in a 

certain way (like Sikh Unit used to). This was the aim and we did many things to achieve awareness, amongst the 

community. Unfortunately the Singhrow Parchaar wing was shut down in 2011 due to members moving on in life 

and the lack of time for dedicated seva (as it was a full time thing for us).  

Our campaigns: 

Posters: we put up posters in restaurants, Gurdwaras and shops that were owned by Sikhs, the posters promoted 

our websites. We also left leaflets in the shops and Gurdwaras for people to pick up and take away and log on to 

our internet movement.  

Stalls: We set up stalls with parchaar in major Sikhi events and on weekends around the whole of the UK.  

Packs: We made street packs we gave out to everyone which focused on important issues going on within the 

community.  

Cdz: we used to walk around shopping centres and outside clubs/pubs and gave out Sikh Unit music cdz. 

Talks: we used to hold talks at universities, Sikh youth clubs, and Camps.  

 

With Gurus Kirpa we spoke the language of the streets and street Sikhs that were neglected had a sense of 

belonging within the Sikh community now as we made a platform for them. The feedback we got was amazing, the 

emails of how many lives the parchaar changed. We must remember no human gets people into Sikhi; it is the 

history and Gurbani that touches people’s hearts.  A missionary is just passionate about Sikhi and wants to share it 

with everyone! WAHEGURU!! 

 



Singhrow - Guidelines on Sikhi camps 

Introduction 

With Guru Ji’s kirpa I have been working with S.C.Y.S for two years and have attended many types of Sikhi camps. 

This year I was lucky enough to attend ten camps all over the country; my experience has allowed me to notice a 

lot of things. I have also just completed a year long course which taught me all about running group events. I will 

briefly give some guidelines to the sangat; I hope you find them useful. 

Why we do camps! 

1. The main reason is to get the youth or adults into Sikhi. 

2. To enhance the Sikhi of practising Sikhs (give them a booster and increase their knowledge) 

It is very important to keep these motives in your mind when you are doing the preparation for a camp. In every 

camp you will get a mix. Therefore the camp needs to cater for all; skilled talkers can cater for both audiences in 

the same talk. 

Note: The camps that have put a lot of preparation work in tend to get the best results, just like a student that 

puts time into the revision will be more equipped for the exam. 

What makes a Camp Successful? 

The camp has to have a positive impact, in every camp you will get youth that have never been in a Sikhi type 

atmosphere. So what they see at a camp may reflect their view of Sikhi, therefore there is great responsibility on 

the organisers on the way Sikhi and the attitudes of Sikhs is portrayed. If the camp is not done with the right 

motives and manners we can put people off sikhi rather than encourage them into Sikhi. 

How do we create a positive impact? 

A positive Impact comes from the delivery of the entire camp and passion in the camp. If the motives are right 

and the preparation is done you will get the impact. But you have to get the right people in the right roles.  

Roles which have the most impact on campers! 

• Talkers (lecturers) – This is the most important role, if a talker lacks passion and character the camp turns 

into boredom city. From Feedback I noticed most campers will complain about boring talkers. 

 

• Group leaders – These are the people that the campers will have to make a relationship with in the camp. 

It is vital to get this responsibility out to the right people. Some camps have immature group leaders that 

have no sense of responsibility and the camp turns into a complete doss for that group (which is very 

upsetting for people who came to learn). 

 

A lot of areas in the UK have told me that there is a shortage of Sevadars willing to help in the camps. This may 

be the case but if you start preparing really early you will find the people, at last minute emergences it is always 

hard as people have filled up timetables. I suggest regular meetings about preparation between the units that are 

organising a particular camp. 

 

 



Target audience 

To get an impact the age range can’t be too wide. It is better to do more camps a year with narrower age ranges 

then one big camp with a wide age range. It is really hard to cater for a wide age range. For really young kids it is 

best to have a Sikhi fun day at the Gurdwara, because when under  5’s are in a camp it gives more of a nursery 

atmosphere in which parents are just following their kid around and cause disturbances and other petty issues. 

The older kids see all this and say this is a kid’s thing and will not attend the next day.  

I suggest separate camps for 6 to 12 years olds and 13 to 21 year olds. This is good target audiences and you will 

get better results and much more impact (because the age range allows you to create the right atmosphere). 

Sikhi is all about quality not quantity it is better to have two camps with smaller numbers instead of one massive 

camp with huge numbers (it gets a bit chaotic). 

Organisation 

Just like different organs in the body help to operate the human body we need to operate our camps in the same 

manner. If the brain had no communication with other organs the body it would not function properly. In the 

same way if one person takes the pressure of the whole camp on themselves you will never get the desired impact 

(people wear out). The good camps have separate departments and the person who is the head of that 

department takes all responsibility.  

Note: Organisation is critical to determine whether or not the camp will have an impact. There is no room for big 

egos it has to be done as a team. 

Discipline 

The campers should know that there is a time for fun and a time to be serious. There is a thin barrier line when 

dealing with this issue (has to be approached in a sensible manner) otherwise a prison atmosphere is created 

which ruins it for all. The camp has to be down to earth but the respect of the camp cannot be violated at any cost. 

When you tell campers the rules always explain why those rules are in place this helps them understand the 

situation.  

Note: when moving campers from one class to another etc. They should be told to recite Satnaam waheguru until 

they get to their destination. This helps them move in a respectful manner and teaches them discipline. (Again it is 

down to the group leaders) Remember we are the Army of Waheguru; an Army without discipline is disaster. 

Activities:  

A lot of organisers of the residential camps are under the impression that activities make the camp successful. So 

they dish out big money on holiday style activities. However this is not the case, the campers are there to learn 

about their faith, when speaking to campers they said they would rather have normal activities. 

• Football 

• Netball 

• Rounder’s 

• Races, tug of war etc 

These activities are free and build team work skills and have been proved and tested for years. You can do them 

on site, so they save time and money.  If people want serious activities why would they come Sikhi camp, they 

would plan something else with their mates.  



On the first day of a camp it is vital to do an “Ice breaker”, this will allow people to get familiar with their group 

and start working as a team straight away. (Have a competition to see who can build the tallest Nishan sahib or 

something similar) 

Make sure all the activities require team work were everyone has to get involved. At one camp I went to there was 

an activity where one member of the group had to draw something while the rest just watched and got bored. 

Conclusion  

• Ultimately it is the Guru’s kirpa that will make the camp have an impact. However we have to plan and use 

strategies, the rest is up to maharaj. 

• The camp is there to ignite a spark in the soul of the camper, therefore it is vital to have regular follow ups 

which campers can attend and get darshan of the sangat and Guru Ji. 

• If the camp has had an impact you will get campers coming to regular events organised by you. 

• Always look at the negative feedback and act on it! A lot of time, energy and money go into camps. It is 

vital we get them right and get results, most people are just too laid back and see them as a time pass, it is 

the sangats money we are using, so our full efforts have to be put in. 

WJKK WJKF 

 

Singhrow Productions Sikh Soc 

Guidelines 
With the Kirpa of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji and the help of the Sadhsangat, Singhrow managed to do 70 talks across the UK 

in Sikh societies. On our journey all our talkers gave us feedback on what made a successful society. We have talked to the 

more successful societies and the students to provide these guidelines. 

Before we start we will start with the reasons some of the students did not attend 

their Sikh societies: 

• They found them really boring  - Long boring talks 
• They found them too militant , i.e. they felt people looked down on them 
• The society just don’t do enough socials events i.e. sports, trips etc 

How to counteract above three: we don’t need to go on anti Gurmat to do this either; 

with a bit of initiative it can be done! 

The main thing is to hit the ground running from the start of the year - and have a committee where everyone has a 

specific responsibility. I felt it was better to have committee members with all the same power and decisions going to a 

vote - as opposed to having a president - because the president then ends up doing all the work and might make wrong 

decision! 

 

The committee should be a cross - section, so not all Singhs or Amritdharis, get females and non – amritdharis involved. 

This builds bridges and the thing to keep in mind that this is a society not a gurdwara so there is no reason to have all 

amritdharis lol, the whole point is interaction with our community to get people familiar with their roots! 



 

Start the new year fresh, with fresh logo, and presentation, so if it wasn’t a success the year before, people won’t be 

inclined to say - oh, they messed it up last time so I am not going etc. i.e. just repackage everything (this is for societies 

that are not doing too well) 

The stall at the freshers fair has to look the part. It is not expensive to get professional looking membership cards made or 

goody bags etc, have a screen, banner, sweets, make it look different and more exciting and sicker than the Hindu soc and 

other socs etc, and don’t have a lot of Milli guys on the stall as people may be intimidated. Make sure to include both 

genders. The signing up process is very vital and the right attitude must be shown to get results and interest. 

The first event is vital and you will always get big numbers; but if it is a flop it could be hard to recover from a bad start. So 

a lot of thought has to go into it, make it fun and deep at same time. Some universities done turban tying etc, this is 

university; people will find that childish etc. So try to be mature about it. 

Funding – to make it a success you will need funding as well 

Approach the university for funding - most unis will 

provide this. Sometimes local Gurdwaras may help 

with funding, explain to them how you will be doing 

kirtan events, sukhmani sahibs etc there, a £200 

donation is not out the question and can go a very 

long way.£1 membership fee will not stretch anyone, 

explain how it’s for samosas, and speaker hire etc 

 

Ideas other than just talks 

Have a sikhi quiz, etc Have a football event 

advertised for boys - get them coming together. Have 

a sport event for girls too, a social event for a month 

later, ice skating, veg restaurant, theme park, a 

motivational film etc 

Momentum is the key and every event should build 

on it to keep the interest alive throughout the year! 

If you do get talkers do research on them, because a boring talker will put people off from coming again.  

The most important thing is that the committee performs an 

Ardass at the start of year and asks Guru Ji to bless them and 

guide them. 

 



Singhrow Study – How to get local Youth Involved in the Local 

Gurdwara/Sikhi scene. 

Introduction 

Having travelled to most cities this year it is very sad to see that a lot of Gurdwaras are totally neglecting our 

youth. Then we wonder why our youth are corrupted by the vices of life. So many girls are running away from 

their homes with non –Sikhs because they don’t have any knowledge on our history and religion. Our boys act like 

clowns and have become piss-heads because they too have not got a clue about the honour of our ancestors. We 

can’t blame them to extent because no-one is teaching them. Muslim children go Mosque in the mornings before 

school and after school every day. You have to rate them for their determination and commitment towards their 

faith in a non-Islamic country. In comparison to Muslims we are ten years behind their religious infrastructure and 

interaction with the youth. 

Ideas to get the youth involved with the Gurdwara: 

Youth Simran session: 

Don’t just make a poster saying Simran session; you have to sell it as a Sikh Meditation class (a lot of Youth don’t 

know what Simran means). On the poster write “come and feed your soul and relax your mind from the pressures 

of life” (this will interest people) 

Make sure the sessions stay politics free, do not discriminate against anybody, even if they have a haircut , let 

them jump on the Waja (who are we to stop anyone from Japping Naam) slowly and slowly with pyaar (Love) they 

will get closer to the Guru as the naam purifies their mind. I have seen many places turn down monas from doing 

simran, this makes them feel unwelcome and they stop coming (if it was on stage in a proper divan that’s different 

but a youth simran session is designed to  get the Non-practising Sikhs involved). Seems like a lot of people have 

forgotten about their past, the same people that stop moans used to do Simran themselves as a mona in the 

youth sessions (The Panth seems to be full of hypocrites with egos). 

Anyway have the session for about 1 to 2 hours in the evening on a week-day (ideally Wednesday) from 7pm to 

9pm 

Sunday Sports: 

On Sunday mornings take a trip to a Local Park, organise a football match for the boys and a rounder’s game for 

the girls. But before the sports have a ten minute simran session and five minute on a sakhi. (You will be surprised 

at how many numbers do turn up)  Ideal time: 10am to 12pm 

Self-defence class: 

The streets are getting more hostile everyday so a lot of parents want their kids to learn self –defence and our kids 

are paying big money to go to non- Sikh classes. But martial arts mixed with simran and sakhis (do a 15 minute 

session at the end of the class) of Sikh warriors will create the ideal little warrior with the spirit of fearlessness. A 

lot of kids have the technique but don’t have the spirit because they are overcome by fear.  

Sikhi Workshop/Forum: 

Have a Sikh forum or workshop once every two weeks/month in the evening for teenagers – 7pm-9pm this time 

allows them to come back from school or work and get to Gurdwara after relaxing for awhile. (or Saturdays) 



Once a month or once every three months have a minicamp for one day for the younger kids– have bouncy 

castles etc. 

Once a year have a Gurdwara sports day – where the kids compete in all types of races etc, this way they will get 

to recognise local faces and make friendships and grow up together in a united manner. 

Start a Punjabi /Gurmukhi class if one does not already exist. 

A lot of young Sikhs are professional teachers, it’s sad to see that they will teach in government schools for money 

but not do anything for Guru Gobind Singhs children. If the Gurdwara does not allow any of this a few local 

professionals can chip in and rent a hall/house and start doing these activities, we have projectors these days to 

give the kids darshan of Gurbani etc. Something has to be done; if we don’t then these kids we fall into a lot of 

pitfalls as kuljug is getting stronger every day. We all know without religion there is nothing but doom and gloom 

out there, do you really want the kids to go through what most of us guys have been through. 

Do nothing then nothing changes - Prevention is better than cures! 

 

Sikh-Punjabi Youth in the UK prison system feel Isolated and let down by their 

community. 

Introduction: 

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji came to redeem the world from the clutches of kuljug. Guru Ji reformed many sinners, in turn causing 

them to merge in waheguru. Amongst his travels he changed mass murders like sajjan the thug and he even softened the 

heart of cold blooded cannibals. In recent history Sants have reformed many lives by linking the masses to Sri Guru Granth 

Sahib Ji. Sants have converted the lives of many robbers, drug dealers and smugglers for the better. He made them give up 

the evils of intoxication, meat eating and unnecessary violence. With the power of Gurbani anyone can change, Sri Guru Teg 

Bahadur Ji talks about how a very dirty prostitute after repeating wahegurus name, became pure and merged back into 

waheguru. Sikhi is a missionary religion to help give people peace of mind and food for their soul by linking them with the 

Shabad (the medicine of these troubled times). 

About me: 

I have spent some time in jail, but with Guru Ji’s Kirpa, I have now found the sadh sangat. But in my little journey I have 

gained experience about the prison system in the United Kingdom. I have recently worked in a project in which I was in 

contact with some Sikh prisoners. They have expressed the current situation and feel very let down by their brothers and 

sisters on the outside. When someone goes to jail they are taken away from the hectic life of the outside world. Their 

attachments to family and friends have been broken by force to a certain extent. People in jail tend to do a lot of thinking 

and soul searching. People want answers and contentment, so most people turn to religion in this time of pain and misery. 

Current situation: 

• The local or nearest gyani comes to the prison for 1 hour once a week.  (In which Nitnem is recited). 

• The gyani does not know English most of the time, or very little even if they do speak it. 

• The gyanis do not know how UK life is, as most of them came here when they were fairly old. Therefore the young 

British born prisoner cannot not relate to the gyanis. 

• A lot of Sikh women in jail have no access to a gyani at all. (very Sad) 

• The Muslims are organised and have young English speakers coming to jails to preach Islam. (A lot of prisoner’s form 

all backgrounds are converting to Islam). They have much more regular things for Muslims in jail. 



• A lot of our prisoners are turning to Islam in jail, not because they hate Sikhi. Because there is no one to teach them 

it. So they decide to turn to Islam as an alternative out of desperation (in their cry of help and a bit of brainwashing 

by Islamic preachers). 

• Most of the gyanis are only there to get paid they have no passion to teach Sikhi, it is just a duty for them. 

Way Forward: 

• Even if we start by having young English speaking voluntary workers going to prisons to help our people in prisons. 

• Take in laptops and do a presentation on Sikh history and other topics. May be starting an organisation and get 

funding from the government just for this service is a step in the right direction. 

• We defiantly need Sikh women to go to women prisons.  

• Maybe we need to design a book about Sikhi aimed at prisoners and flood the prisons with it. 

Conclusion 

Our people need us; we are always ten steps behind others. It is about time we wake up and act, we all look the part but 

what have we done since we have come to this world other then fill our own desires. 

Singhrow Tips for Families 

 

Sikhi starts at home, we are not saying that we are capable of raising kids as super gyanis and having the perfect Sikh 

families, life is more complex and those blessed families are rare in these Dark Age! But we don’t seem to have the basics; 

we know what dirt we have been through due to not having mediation, naam and basic Sikh history! Growing up we 

suffered from lust, anger and greed, ego ad attachment which caused us to do many dirty deeds! What can we do to give 

the kids a better start; we will just look at a few basics: 

1: Every evening as a family do 30 mins of mool mantar and simran together, sit in a circle and take it in turns to lead, 

bribe the kids, say u will get a good desert to eat, or on the week end you will get a wicked toy if you complete this every 

day!  

2: Read them Sikh history at bedtime stories of Sikh warriors, Gurus etc 

3: On the week end like Friday or Saturday wake them up at Amrit vela and do Simran for 30 mins! And reward them with 

a trip to the park, cinema etc on the Sunday! 

4: Make them earn their pocket money (extra spending money they have) Make them do Hoover, dishes, iron their 

clothes, and have a rota and if they misbehave, take £1 off the money every time they mess up! This teaches them about 

behaviour and consequences.  

GOODLUCK!!!  

 

 

 



 

Rep Our Symbols & Colours With Pride …By Singhrow 
Productions 

Big up all da peeps dat still rep our colours and 
symbols! Back in the 90's so many Sikhs used to be 
proud and rep it! Being loyal to our faith and 
having that pride was seen as cool by Sikhs from all 
levels of Sikhi! (Less youth used to check peeps 
from next faiths – more Sikhs used to stick with 
Sikhs). The Slags and kanjars used to be rare; 
nowadays the tables have flipped if you’re a virgin 
you are seen as uncool. We had more crews 
repping our faith, creating awareness, the 
community cohesion was much better. That needs 
to come back! Let’s bring that pride back!  

Rep our nation, show people we still have that 
Punjabi/Sikh pride.  - But don’t wear these types of 
things while you smoke or if you check Alis etc cos 
instead of repping it that just brings besti! We need 
to make Sikhi and Panjabi pride look cool again, 
what are we ashamed of or shy for?   

Our History is the real deal full of die hards, we 
don’t need to beg it with any other nation, and we 

have enough role models in our own nation. Our girls need to go on rawer too, at least run up ur gums were u 
need to - don’t be total walk over’s! –  

Its Sad times when even most Uni Students can’t name the 11 Gurus in order. We have become a lost 
generation, in which Sikhi is a Sunday formality. Not many youth know how to speak Punjabi, so what are we 
going to teach the next generation. Even most of our parents only know a diluted version of Sikhi.  

Everybody comes from their own backgrounds with a different level of knowledge. Even if we get the youth to 
be into Punajbi/Sikh pride that’s a result in this day and age!  We can’t force Sikhi down peoples throat, Sikhi 
should be done out of love, we need to cater for our community on all levels (We targeted the Streets and with 
Gurus kirpa we have had a lot of good feedback from the streets).  

A lot of people aint ready to keep their hair or take Amrit (they may never reach that level) - that’s sumting sum 
religious Sikhs don’t want to accept they expect everyone to do what they are doing and start talking down to 
them! This makes people uncomfortable and drives them away - we are not supporting the lost generation we 
are ignoring them! Muslims are good at supporting the lost generation hence why so many people convert! If 
we can get people into Sikh-Punjabi pride and get it into their heads to marry a Sikh, I think even that is a result 
in this day and age.  

 

 

 

 



There’s a difference between Lust & Love - By Singhrow Productions 

 

There is a difference between love and lust, - love is necessary 

for human kind to continue, where as lust is demonic. Lust is 

probably the most distractive force out there which keeps us 

trapped in maya (worldly illusion) and away from Waheguru.  

In Sikhi we are told to get married and then with your spouse 

you are meant to make love and have kids (No sexual activity 

is allowed outside of marriage it is not regarded as decent 

within our faith). Simple really, but lust makes us complicate 

our lives so much these days, kids from a young age lose their 

virginity and purity way before marriage. Some adults don’t 

want to get married and have dozens of sleeping partners 

before they die. All this sleeping around like animals has led to 

many sexual diseases being developed amongst the human 

race (STD’s). Just for the sake of lust people take pills (with 

side effects), and all sorts to camouflage their lustful activities.  

Lust can make people insane! Lust is the cause of many crimes, 

such as rape and paedophilia etc. It causes people to have one 

night stands, and then abortions (cos they can’t take 

responsibility for their actions).  

Everyone is on a different level of lust (depending on upbringing and spirituality). Some people masturbate 

(which is relatively a low level and more common); while some on the more extreme level go to swinger parties 

or prostitutes. Lust makes people do messed up things, but it is so tricky (deceiving) that people don’t realise 

what they are doing (Lust takes over and all consciousness is blocked). If you look at oral sex, people actually 

put their mouth in places where urine comes out of, (there goes self respect out the window) but people say it 

is out of love they do these things (Nope it is lust, as love don’t compromise self respect). The anus (anal) is 

meant for exit, not entrance! So people are ignoring the natural purposes and designs of God and are doing 

their own thing for the sake of pleasure.  

Lust has contaminated the world and causes many disgusting and filthy deeds, just look at the porn industry, 

shame has gone out the window and lust is performed with pride and no conscious. It’s like it has made people 

mental, the sad thing is the porn industry is one of the wealthiest industry in the world, this shows the hold that 

lust has over the world.  

People need to slow down and stop and think....... 

Lustful urges and feelings are not something we can just stop at a blink of an eye, but we have choices on how 

far you want to take it. Like I said some people take it as far as masturbating (some Sikh orgs say this isn’t a sin), 

but it is defo a form of lust so hence it is a sin, it is also a waste of energy.  Other people take it as far as sleeping 

around and ruining their reputation. Lust is the cause of hoes and kanjars, but we have the chance to battle 

it...... 

 



The only way you can overcome lust and control them urges, is through naam, - this means by praying , waking 

up at Amrit vela and doing simran (This will replace negative energy with positive energy). It can take time 

(months, years depending on grace) but the demonic force of lust weakens, you will start to overcome your 

urges more, or they will get weaker and finally stop coming. So all that energy you wasted on lust gets 

transformed into spiritual energy which helps you get purer and to closer to God.  

Lust is a sin and keeps you away from God, I have kept this write up short and to the point, but the topic of lust 

is massive and Gurbani is full of tips on how to defeat it, just go to www.Sikhitothemax.com and type in lust and 

sexual desire and read the relative Gurbani. 

 

Grooming should never have been a problem within the Sikh Community 

– By Killa (These are my own views and might not reflect the views of other members) 

This grooming issue is a new thing it was nonexistent 

amongst the ancient Sikhs and khalsa. This is for a 

few reasons. The level of izzat, honour and dignity 

was high back then, people remained virgins and did 

no intimate shit until after marriage. This created a 

pure bond of personal sacredness, unlike these days 

you don’t know what past your spouse has, as kids 

are usually sexually active from a young age before 

marriage. The ancient Sikhs were not into that dating 

and lustful messing around, so it was much harder for 

the alis to get Sikh girls (grooming was impossible), so 

what they used to do was kidnap and rape them 

instead. When most Sikh girls fought back they used 

to die and attain shaheedi. These days our girls are 

going for them, liking their pics, asking them out. 

Grooming can only happen because our girls/boys 

entertain a person for the wrong reason in the first 

place. This girls have the guts to take their knickers of 

to strangers and diff men, but when shit hits the fan 

ohhh Singh pajis help us, if your that hurt get a knife 

and go and put in some work like you did when you 

was in next mans bed. Girls need to claim some 

responsibility, they get themselves into mess, they 

should get themselves out of it, most crave for attention, just check their Fb pics, they gonna get the 

attention!!!! I'm sick of these girls being treated like little angles or victims, that they aren't, they thought they 

were big women and didn’t give a shit about no one until shit hit the fan.  

 

Back in the day you would never hear of, I gave next man a blowey, hand job, or I banged him and him, I kissed 

this one that one. The self respect is very low, the living standards have become impure, with adultery, cheating 

and all this other crap all going on. People are forgetting that if their kid finds out their past or how many 

people they have slept with, how you will maintain your respect? So you need to act now, cos most shit catches 

up. 

 



It is disgusting that Sikh girls are having abortions to hide their acts of lust etc (look at the karam you create for 

yourself for a little orgasm). These girls think they are bad posing half nude pics on fb, and getting attention , 

but it is all the wrong attention, the truth is no one takes a provocative girl seriously, it’s just a bang and then 

go, once you do that with a few men your known as a hoe. No one wants to make a hoe a housewife!  

 

All these Singh’s fighting for grooming, really need to think - are the girls totally innocent? Were they 

kidnapped? Some stories are real and messed up but we need to find out the real truth which is hard. 

 

Most of these girls are the same girls that stand by Muslims and laugh at Singhs until the Muslims fuck em over, 

and then they come crying to Mr Singhs. You make your bed and lay in it. I’m am not saying that the girls 

deserve what happens to them, as no one deserves to be blackmailed, raped and beaten etc,  

 

But what I have noticed is that, the girls do not get told and put in their place. Why are kids at the age of 13 to 

17 even dating? WTF that is a joke!  

 

Grooming would not be an issue if the women were not loose, would mia bhago get groomed, would mata 

sundri have got groomed, NEVER! Would they have messed about with their izzat (honour), all I can say to the 

kids is if you want to live in honour, try and live a pure life, the bond 2 virgins have when they get married is 

special and a rare thing in this day and age, imagine if you know only you have given your body to each other, it 

brings you that little closer and is like icing on the cake and you will cherish that!  

 

We should be proud to be Sikh and marry only Sikhs; Singhs should be praying, helping humanity and fighting 

against tyranny and oppression, not picking up the pieces of little provocative girls. The Girls should never put 

their Sikh brothers in these situations. We have Singhs going prison, if you girls never opened your legs in the 

first place, you would never get groomed! People will diss singhrow for this but fuck it someone had to say it, 

it’s a long time waiting for the truth to come out.  

 

Live the Type of Life where you can walk with your head high! 

 

How Drugs are affecting the youth of today 

Introduction 

In today’s fast moving society, in a country away from the origin of our roots; 

our youth are growing up with an identity crisis, most refer to the current 

generation as “the lost generation”. One of the main factors is the 

acceptance of drugs as a part of their life. The Sikh Gurus have always 

condemned drugs for intoxication and pleasure as they mess up ones 

intellect and health. We ran a survey across UK asking many children from the ages of 13 to 18 from a wide range 

of schools and colleges if they have ever experimented with any intoxicating substances. Our survey showed us 

that 65% of the children have tried some sort of drug. 

When we asked the children why they go towards drugs, many of the children replied with answers such as; 

• To fit in and socialise with certain crowds and because all their mates do it. 

• Because it makes them feel big and apparently makes them look cool.  

• They just wanted to try it out of curiosity to see what it feels like. 



• Some were actually forced by bullies. 

• Because it makes them feels good and relieves them from the stress of the world. 

• Recreation and enjoyment. 

• Parents have let them drink wine etc at weddings! 

We all know any type of intoxicant can cause addiction and ruin lives in many ways from diseases to social and 

ethical problems in society. But when a large number of Panjabi-Sikh parents drink or smoke themselves, the 

children have no deterrent or positive role model (this is a core problem in our community). 

Drugs offer a false relief from problems (similar to a dream), they create an illusion of hope while the person is 

buzzing. When the drugs wear of you are still in the same situation, and just more out of pocket. So how has the 

situation improved?  

Most common drugs being used by our youth: 

Cocaine, speed, ecstasy, tobacco, alcohol, weed, crack, heroin, steroids 

PROBLEMS CUASED BY DRUGS 

• Health problems, including death by overdose or addiction. 

• Higher crime rate 

• Personality change, behaviour defects 

• Higher sexual tendencies, resulting in more abortions. 

• Family breakdown. 

• Wastes money – some people have spent a fortune on their habit. 

Solutions: 

• The drug of Naam-Simran is the most intoxicating and free. So every area should hold youth Simran 

sessions. 

• Rehab projects run in Gurdwaras for youth. 

•  Physical training and sport activities (Positive Habits such as gym and martial arts) 

• Educate the kids about drugs from a young age, including Gurbani quotes and what their Guru expects of 

them. 

• Children look up to elders, so if we take drugs- they will, but if we start by quitting ourselves then we can 

become positive role models for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Why can’t it all be so simple? By Singhrow Productions 

 To be frank with you I was raised around villains and career 

criminals, the few Sikh Panjabi lads that I knew were all from broken 

families and were like me just doing what we had to do, to survive! 

At this point in my life, it was Simple, you had people like us who 

were born into a Sikh family and were Singhs by name! But we were 

not true Sikhs or Singhs by deed. We knew only very religious people 

took Amrit and became khalsa! That was it for us; there were these 

three sections, Sikh (By name), True Sikh and khalsa. We fitted into 

the Sikh category cos we had respect for Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, 

even dough it was more like a ritual  because in them times to us it 

had no meaning, as we did not know what Gurbani said or what our 

Guru was about (had no relation with the Guru)…… But we used to 

think, that Sikhs are one people with one religion and one ideology.  

So I grew up in a circle of unity with fellow Sikhs, because we was 

Sikhs and had to look out for one another, it was simple, we had a 

common faith!  

But when we got more involved in the community and into our religion more, I was shocked, and confused! 

There are so many jathas (crews) with different ideologies. One Singh will tell you something and another Singh 

from a different jatha will tell you the opposite. Both think their way is the truth and both tend to use Gurbani 

and history to make themselves look right! For example, I was a veggie before I got into Sikhi, nothing deep to 

it, I just had compassion for animals and didn’t like innocent creatures to be hurt and eaten! But when I got into 

Sikhi, some said Sikhs should be veggie and some said we should eat meat. I was like wtf is it, how can one 

religion, one Guru have contradicting views. That means Sikhi has no substance and it can’t be pure! I was taken 

back abit , and abit confused, then to put salt in the wound , I went to a camp, were a talker said you are meant 

to let someone hit you three times in a fight before you are allowed to hit them back (he said that this was a 

hukam from Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji). I was like nah this religion is not for me, and I started just chilling wid my 

niggaz again and allowed the sangat etc. After a few weeks I stared reading my red sacred nitnem gutka by 

chance, (this is the first time I ever read Gurbani translations) I was buzzing, I was drawn into Sikhi again, but 

this time it was just me and Gurbani, I did a ardas and said to Guru ji, I am confused about a lot of issues in 

Sikhi, please guide me the right way I don’t trust no one, I know your gurbani is god speaking to me! After this I 

came across my answers via shabad and reading about my topics from Sri Guru Granth sahib ji, and my soul 

connected with the gurbani and gave me the answers! I advice people to do the same about any confusion they 

have, although some translations are very bad and inaccurate, so they might not be 100 percent spot on, but 

your instincts and intuition will correct the translations for you! 

 The apna lads I grew up with, we stuck together, we beefed pakis and knew what the deal was with them, we 

never imagined to beef next apnas, we then started the Sikh Unit Gang, that took on racist paki gangs, with 

Gurus kirpa we were outnumbered but we won our war and eliminated the rival gangs! This was grass roots 

Street shit; we started preaching basic Sikhi with Gurbani and common sense! We stated recruiting more young 

girls and boys and instilled Sikh pride into them, and our local area was buzzing with a united Sikh vibe! But 

nowadays amongst the Sikh scene all you see is bickering and fighting over whose view is right, the youth are 

confused and get put off! Sikhs are beefing Sikhs, they will knife a fellow Sikh, quicker than an ali enemy. While 

all this in fighting is going on, the real enemies are having a field day without any resistance lol, seeing this we 

started a Singhrow tour and told people to put arguing about rehat and jatha aside and concentrate on the alis 

and social issues! We had a good run, but like always there was a lot of bullshit and backstabbing.  



I know there will never be unity amongst Sikhs not for a long time (how can there be with so many different 

versions of one religion lol), but I urge all the street people to keep it real and don’t get brainwashed and turn 

all weird (keep it grass roots).  

People say if this sant was here or if that sant was here, sikhi would be flourishing and that things would not be 

so bad, wait a minute, the sant of all sants is here, the Guru – Sri Guru granth sahib ji is here. If people had the 

same love for Gurbani as they did for their jatha or the sant they follow, trust me we would have bare 

Gurmukhs! I have seen people pick up a knife and ready to kill if their jatha or sant get dissed, but not many 

people pick up the knife when the Guru or Sikhi gets dissed! Singhs need to get their priorities right. We can 

gather 50 Singhs to fight next Singhs. But when the beef is on top with the alis, where are our crews then!  

Anyways, there is a lot of confused youth, we are not progressing on basic sikhi and common sense, the scene is 

a pot full of hate! We are driving people away from Sikhi and into the hands of groomers and brainwashers who 

show fake love and win them over! Sikhi is a game of love, and tbh, all I see is ego and hate right now and no 

love! Hence why so many people are cutting their hair and going back to their old lives were they felt more at 

peace, even dough we know that without Sikhi there is no honour, but people mistake the Sikhi scene for Sikhi 

and turn away from sikhi with their clouded judgment! To all the people that are fed up with the Sikhi scene! I 

say one thing, why turn your back on the Guru, when the Guru aint done nothing bad to you. It is not his fault 

the Sikhi scene is messed up, it is not his fault that bare “Sikhs” are pricks! Do not turn your back on Sikhi cos 

you have had a bad experience from a so called Sikh! That’s just lame, and weak, and tbh it shows that your 

foundations were not in place properly! Safe!!! 

The deadly weapon of Propaganda..... By 

Singhrow Productions. 

 

Muslim groomers are very clever at brainwashing and 

manipulating people with false information and 

cleverly designed Propaganda. They are so many 

steps ahead and so clever that even most Sikh 

preachers are preaching the Propaganda like puppets 

and don’t stop and think.  

Muslims are very clued up about their own faith – at 

the age of 16 they are fully trained about their faith! 

(one of the laws of Islam is that they are not allowed 

to doubt or question anything in ISLAM – very 

powerful – total brainwashing technique but it has 

worked for them for centuries cos as soon as some 

Muslims do question it they realize the flaws and leave 

Islam! In the mosques they are also given training to 

undermine and confuse kids from other religions, we 

know this first hand as we have sent some of our 

peeps undercover into mosques and still have got a few mans in there tbh! Sikhi comes up a lot they 

know so much about us (they know that a lot of Sikh youth aint got a clue about Sikhi or Islam). They 

come with sly techniques – we will give you a questions they use to put doubt in our kids head and an 



answer to them (which are common sense – there techniques even confuse religious Sikhs let alone the 

uneducated ones) 

Alis Propaganda: Guru Nanak Dev Ji went to Mecca and only Muslims are allowed in – he was given a 
robe of Honour by the mullahs there – this proves he was Muslim as this would not have been the case if 
he was not Muslim! So baby girl stop being stupid the other Gurus just changed what Guru Nanak 
believed in!! Stop being silly we can get married!  
 
A on point reply: Guru Nanak Dev went there to prove a point to Muslims, if you knew your facts, Guru 
Nanak Dev didn’t need to be Muslim as he was not going for haaj, he was a fair distance away from 
Mecca – when he put his feet towards Mecca – the mullah came to him, as they saw this as a disrespect 
– They tried to slap Guru Ji but with divine intervention they could not and when they moved his feet in 
the opposite direction the whole of Mecca moved! They then bowed down to Guru Ji – Guru Ji explained 
God is everywhere in every direction not just towards the west in Mecca! The mullahs became Sikhs and 
they gave their robe to him saying he is a true Prophet of God! (They left Islam and started following the 
teachings of Guru Nanak Dev Ji) 
 
Alis Propaganda: Your main warrior who had bare beef wid us Banda Singh Bahadar , never attacked 
or burnt down our mosques it shows he had faith in Islam, so me and you checking is minor as Banda 
Singh Bahadur would never have a problem with it!! Come on baby stop being silly, give me a kiss! 
 
An on point reply: Sikhs are not barbaric warriors; we are civilized humanity warriors with democratic 
principles. The Muslim armies raped our women, and killed our kids! Sikhs only defended themselves, we 
fight in a civil way and have our limits in warfare - we are humans not animals! This just means Sikhs are 
civil it don’t mean that he had faith in Islam or agreed with Mohammeds teachings or ways.  

 
Ali Propaganda: Your Guru – Guru Hargobind built us a mosque this proves he promoted Islam and 
come on baby you should have my kid and promote Islam! Ur Guru would not mind!! 
 
On point reply: The Sikh Gurus were civil and democratic; they treated all the civilians fairly! Sikhs have 
a live and let live policy but only stepped in when things! I know the mosque you are talking about, that 
was when we were at war with the Mughals we made our own parliament in that town, and the 
parliament of Sikhs is always democratic and civil and fair! Just cos you are civil and democratic about 
something does not mean you have faith in something! Guru Teg Bahudar Ji gave his head to help 
Hindus, it don’t mean he had faith in Hinduism he helped humanity! Humanity is what our Guru has 
shown in the chapters of Sikh history! Our Guru would never have faith in Mohammed and the deeds of 
your prophet our ideology is so different from yours! The British Government gives us permission and 
grants for Sikh Gurdwaras it don’t mean they have faith in our religion; it’s just something you do in a 
democracy!  

 

History on that mosque!  
 
(In December, 1634 Guru Hargobind Sahib fought a fierce battle against Mughal forces near the River 
Beas. Although heavily outnumbered, the Guru was victorious. Guru Sahib decided to stay there for a 
while, and soon a settlement grew up at this location. The settlement expanded into a town which 
became known as Sri Hargobindpur. As the conflict with the Mughals was intensifying the town's 
defenses were fortified. In fact, these fortifications were so solid that the original city walls and many 
buildings within are still visible today throughout Sri Hargobindpur in Gurdaspur district, Punjab. 
 
Residents of all faiths flocked to the Guru and perceived themselves as heirs to the sixth Guru’s desire to 
found a secure and secular home on the banks of the Beas. The Sikhs built themselves a Gurdwara (Sikh 
temple) but the local Muslims did not have the capacity to build themselves a place of worship due to 

their smaller numbers. They came to the Guru and asked him for help. 



Alis propaganda: Your Guru included Muslim saint’s sayings in your holy book, if he can accept them, 

he wouldn’t mind you accepting my love and body – true or not init babes! 

An on point reply: The Bani of Bhagats was included in Gurbani – Bhagats were above all religions, 

they spoke and lived by truth! Yes we have many Bhagat sayings in Gurbani, who were born into various 

back grounds, Hinduism and Islam! But the Bhagats did not follow them religions, just like Guru Nanak 

Dev ji’s background was Hinduism, but he rejected it and lived by truth! Bhagat Kabir and Fareed were 

from Muslim back grounds but all the sayings we have of theirs are against the teachings of Islam 

(rejected the teachings of Mohammed), they show clearly that they rejected the path of Mohammed so 

how can they be Muslim, yeah they might have been born in Muslim families but they worshipped God 

and spoke the truth! Same goes for the so called Hindu Bhagats - all their sayings in Gurbani are against 

the teachings of Hinduism! (Our people really need to get clued up man; the replies are simple but never 

taught to our kids) 

Ali propaganda: Guru Nanak dev Ji’s best friend was a Muslim – it shows that we are allowed to have 

bonds, and get married otherwise they would not have been so close! 

On point reply: Yes Bhai Mardana was from a Muslim background, but when he saw Guru Ji he forgot 

the path of Mohammed and became a disciple of Guru Ji! When Guru Ji recited Gurbani that spoke out 

against the false teachings of Islam, Bhai Mardanna played an instrument and went into trance! If he 

was a Muslim he would have argued with Guru Ji for talking against the teaching of Prophet Mohammed, 

he accepted Guru Ji’s teachings over Prophet Mohammed’s, so he was a Sikh! (The same goes for Bhai 

Lalo who was from a Hindu background) 

Ali propaganda: So many Muslims fought for Your Gurus, if we gave our blood for you, and your Guru 

was cool wid that, why would he have a problem, with our blood mixing come baby let’s just have a kid! 

On point reply: Some people just put humanity and what is right before religion, others put what their 

religions says before humanity or what is right. 

A few examples, once a mighty Muslim warrior, who heard about the skills of Guru Ji, wanted to kill Guru 

Gobind Singh Ji and get the rep for being the warrior that killed the mighty Guru! In a battle he saw 

Guru Ji and rushed towards him with his sword, when he got close, he saw eye to eye, he bowed down 

and started to cry, he said this is god on earth! He told Guru Ji he is his Sikh, and fought against the 

mughals and attained shaheedi! 

Pir buddhu shah, was a Sufi pir, when he saw Guru Ji, he too recognised Guru Ji was god on earth; he 

too gave 7 sons, and five nephews to become shaheed against the mughlas! They fought against the 

people that were following Islam and Mohammed! This goes for nabi and gabi khan too!  

Ali Propaganda: A Muslim laid the first stone of Harimander Sahib; we laid the foundations of your 

religion, so how can you say we can’t date etc... 

On Point reply: Some Sikhs argue that main mir never laid the foundation stone at all. But for 

arguments sake let’s say if he did. This just means that Harimander Sahib was open to all (and by doing 

this the Guru showed it by practice not just theory), it don’t mean Guru Ji believed in or respected Islam. 

So many people walk through the doors of Harimander Sahib from all corners of life; it is a place for 

humanity. That was just for arguments sake, however the truth is Main Mir was from a Sufi background 

and their teachings are not the same as the teachings of Prophet Mohammed , the sufi are looked down 

upon by the Muslims. Just because our Gurdwaras are open to all faiths it doesn’t mean our legs our 

open too.  



 Singhrow – a study on the effects of lust on society 

Introduction 

O my Lord and Master, I know nothing. My mind has sold out, and is in Maya's hands.  

You are called the Lord and Master, the Guru of the World. I am called a lustful being of the Dark 

Age of Kali Yuga. The five vices have corrupted my mind. Moment by moment, they lead me 

further away from the Lord. Wherever I look, I see loads of pain and suffering Ang 710 SGGSJ 

We are currently living in kuljug (the Dark Age), in kuljug dark energies pervade the world and try to keep us away 

from Waheguru. One of the weapons kuljug uses is the energy of lust; this lust is a very powerful weapon as many 

have been doomed and stuck in its worldly pleasures and temptations. For most people lust is the most dominant 

energy that stops them from living a holy lifestyle. Knowing this we still seem to shy away from discussing this 

topic. So we aim to give a slight overview into the topic with this study with Guru Ji’s Kirpa. 

Current climate 

Present society is overwhelmed with lust; lustful activities are encouraged rather than seen as a taboo by a 

majority of today’s society. 

• Lust is a big business (a lot of people see lustful activities as a job). The income in the porn industry is 

rocket high with people from all backgrounds deciding to take part in this multimedia world of lust and 

sexual desire.  

• Lustful attraction is used by music artists in videos in order to help promote sales and get recognition.  

• The underworld of crime is making millions with illegal brothels and forced prostitution. The trade of sex 

slaves (even children are sold) is at an all time high. 

• Lustful adverts on TV and billboards on the streets are made public and are accepted even dough young 

children are exposed to them. 

• Sex education is taught at primary schools.  

• Teenagers are allowed to have sexual partners at a young age and this is not condemned by most parents. 

The clubbing scene is a flourishing business and leads to all types of sexual activities (there is even day 

timers organised for young children) 

• At school you are seen as un-cool and a geek if you have not had sex or if you don’t have a girlfriend or 

boyfriend. 

• It is hard to watch a decent film as a family these days as most films have a lot of sexual scenes. 

The lustful, lecherous man desires many women, and he never stops peeking into the homes of 

others. Day after day, he commits adultery again and again, and then he regrets his actions; he 

wastes away in misery and greed. Ang 672 SGGSJ 

Sexual activity is solely meant to be for reproduction and be a personal thing between husband and wife. But 

these days sex is glamorised as a tool for making money and recreation. People that don’t jump on the bandwagon 

are seen as old fashioned and weird. The whole take on sex in society has done a u-turn for the worse. 

State of mind 

Lust affects and attacks our mentality; there are different forms and levels of lust. Some people have lustful 

thoughts, while others are addicted to actions upon themselves (masturbation) or with others (sexual intercourse 

or other sexual contact). Lust seems to have no limits these days; people engrossed with lust are committing the 

weirdest things. Not to go into too much detail I will list some: 



• The human body and its organs have specific purposes, but people are using certain organs and body parts 

for actions that they were not created for. 

• People abuse little kids sexually and have criminal rings organised to target venerable kids for their filthy 

desires. 

• People commit crimes such as rape and spike drinking to perform forced sexual activities on other human 

beings. 

• People are openly having sex out of marriage without any commitment to their partner made in the house 

of God. The morals and respect of honourable traditional ways is not there no more. 

• There are loads of broken families due to affairs (adultery) 

• People have lost all shame and sense of self-respect for example porn stars and prostitutes openly commit 

filthy sexual activity under the eyes of others. 

• The honourable living of humanity has been devastated by the infection of lust in turn causing many 

diseases amongst the human race. 

• Fatal obsessions have led to crimes such as stalking and murder which have destroyed the lives of many 

people. The surfing of the World Wide Web is unsafe for children due to the infestation of lustful 

predators. 

 

You may act in secrecy, but God is still with you; you can only deceive other people. 

Forgetting your Dear Lord, you enjoy corrupt pleasures, and so you shall have to embrace red-hot 

pillars. O man, why do you go out to the households of others? You filthy, heartless, lustful 

donkey! Haven't you heard of the Righteous Judge of Dharma? Ang 1001 SGGSJ 

The power of lust 

Lust is very powerful and cannot be overcome with one’s own mind; the shabad (Gurbani) is the destroyer of lust. 

Lust has made many Amritdharis fall from the path of Sikhi. People have broken their Amrit or even cut their kesh 

(hair) due to the lust for the opposite gender. Great warriors have been tricked into death due to lust. A woman is 

often used to entice a warrior and lead him into a position of venerability which makes it easier for the enemy to 

execute the kill. Just a few days ago a Brazilian girl aged 17 was convicted of 50 murders of 50 men that were the 

opponents of her gangland employer. 

Fighting lust 

We must ask for Guru Ji’s help in the ardass everyday. The more naam we jap and the more seva we do the 

more the chance we have of overcoming the clutches of lust. 

O my mind, meditate on the Lord, the Lord, your Lord and Master. The Lord is the Most Divine of 

all the divine beings. Chant the Name of the Lord, Raam, Raam, the Lord, my most Dear Beloved.  

That household, in which the Glorious Praises of the Lord are sung, where the Panch Shabad, the 

Five Primal Sounds, resound - great is the destiny written on the forehead of one who lives in 

such a household. All the sins of that humble being are taken away, all pains are taken away, all 

diseases are taken away; lust anger, greed, attachment and egotistical pride are taken away. The 

Lord drives the five thieves out of such a person of the Lord. Ang 1201 SGGSJ 

 

 

 

 



Sikhs the selfless servers of humanity 
 

The period From Guru Nanak Dev Ji all the way to Guru 
Gobind Singh Ji moulded the saint soldiers, the guardians 
of truth and humanity!  
 
Sikhs are ordained to help the poor and needy, charity is a 
must and a key ingredient of our faith! We are taught to 
give a tenth of our earnings to charity! Langar is a free 
community kitchen and has been running since the time of 
Guru Nanak Dev ji. Guru Nanak Dev jis langar is the largest 
and most consistent charity in the world! We serve langar 
to humanity without any discrimination. 
 
Why we don’t discriminate while serving humanity? 
 
We are taught God is one and we are all his creation, in this 
way we recognize Gods light in all, as all of the creation is a 
manifestation of Waheguru. We are taught to recognize the 
human race as one, this means equality. Equality is used by 
a lot of youth who want to marry non Sikhs, but it is taken 

out of context. The equality that Guru Ji talks about is - No human is higher or lower due to their, 
caste, race, tribe, creed, status, religion, gender. We are all just flesh, bones, blood and a soul! It is 
actions that make us high or low in Gods court!  
 
Humans are equal, but our beliefs, faiths, habits, actions, ways of life, characteristics, and 
personalities make us different! The Guru said serve humanity but also remain loyal to Sikhi and said 
Sikhs are to marry Sikhs! Our Gurus and ancestors were called racists and haters for exposing messed 
up beliefs, agendas, and ideologies! The Gurus and Sikhs were attacked and killed due to speaking the 
truth. But when you speak the truth it doesn't mean you hate people or are a racist it just means you 
spread the true facts! We at Singhrow get called all sorts cos we expose the faults of other faiths etc, 
but the slanderers don’t understand, we are just protecting the truth and exposing falsehood, it has 
nothing to do with racism or hate. Gurbani has never been politically correct it is the raw truth; 
Gurbani is the definition of real talk!  
 
Sikhs have always hated injustices and tyranny. Sikhs have sacrificed their lives for the downtrodden 
in the past and will continue you to do so. We are the youngest religion but have the most martyrs out 
there! Real martyrs, the type of warriors that never attacked innocent civilians, the warriors that 
fight for humanity, righteousness, truth and justice!  
 
Sikhs are a live and let live people, but if you attack us first for an unjust reason we will fight until the 
end! Our history is full of battles in which we have defended our faith against people that wanted to 
destroy it. We have helped the oppressed and defeated tyrannical armies; we have served humanity 
and will continue to do so!  
 
May the saint soldiers of Guru Nanak Dev Ji ever continue to nurse and serve humanity all over the 
globe! May the Nishan Sahib of the Sikh people ever flourish and hang proudly in the skies of the 
earth from Harimander Sahib to the Ghettos of East London, Sikhs are a force not to be messed with 
and the world will one day see what we are made out of when the time is right!  
 

 



 

Cradle To The Grave – By Singhrow Productions 

 

 Ancient Khalsa warriors and Sikh families used to 

raise their kids up in way which created brave Saint 

Soldiers of Guru Nanak Dev Ji. They basically 

replicated the way Guru Gobind Singh Ji raised the 

Sahibzadey. Sikhs were raised into loyal die hard 

warriors and devotees of the Sikh faith. Nowadays we 

have kids that grow up not knowing about Sikhi; let 

alone die for it. Loyalty is becoming rarer as a lot of 

the lost generation seem to be converting or marrying 

out of faith and not giving a damn about the 

progression of the Sikh faith!  

I cannot stress the importance of upbringing, what 

you teach your child at a tender age will help them 

mould, set their principles and outlook on life. As a 

parent you can raise your child to be the best thief, or 

a saint. Kids are influenced and moulded easily at a 

young age, it is ideal to get them into good habits 

while they are in their impressionable years.  

The upbringing starts before the kid is born; both 

spouses before conceiving a child should do ardaas for 

a naam japing and panthic soul. While the mother is pregnant, the amount of simran and paath she does should 

be doubled. From an early age the kid should be taught the Gurmantar and mool mantar! When the time is right 

the reading of Gurbani should be taught. Throughout childhood, stories of the Gurus and brave warriors should 

be taught. Amrit vela and rehras should be done as a family, even if it is only simran together at amrit vela! A lot 

of 13 year olds will know the name of 12 footballers, but some don’t even know the name of the eleven Gurus 

in order.  

The martial tradition of the Sikh community should be explained, they should be told that the Sikh community 

is chosen by waheguru to be his serving army on earth! Kids should be put in self defense classes from a very 

young age, they should be encouraged to be confident and basically not take crap from anyone (Don’t bully 

anyone but don’t get bullied). Sikh kids in the old days were very fluent in the use of swords, arrows and guns. 

Therefore when they got older their skills made sure they did not go down without a fight, Sikh men and 

women always resisted any violation with force were need be (Our history is full of glorious mind blowing tales 

of bravery) 

If a kid is raised right there is less chance of us losing that kid to another faith or belief system. The passion and 

spirit has to be instilled at a young age; before the dangerous and corrupt world takes over. But if we leave kids 

to be raised by school, TV, friends etc, it’s like giving them poison. God makes parents the guardians of their 

child; it is a duty for Sikh parents to install Sikh principals and attitudes in their kids.  

 



These days we will send kids tuition for extra math’s lessons etc, but not many will take time out with them to 

explain their faith and the Sikh lifestyle to them. We stop our kids when they play fight with one another and 

tell them fighting is bad (But that is what Sikhs were born to do); we say guns and swords are bad things 

(Although Guru Ji said they are his best friends). We must distinguish between violence and resistance (self 

defense). Weapons are not bad; it depends who is holding the weapon. A gun can be used to rob and kill 

innocent people or it can be used by a woman to kill a man that tried to rape her. We must make sure our kids 

know when to hit and why to hit (intentions) etc. This new modern way of bringing up Sikh kids is not working; 

we are creating pansies (wimps) that are becoming easy victims. We are creating clueless kids that get 

brainwashed easily by groomers etc; we are creating a lost generation of kids with no confidence, Sikh pride and 

backbone.  

We have done many camps over the years and when we say to the kids how many of you have been bullied 

about 85 % of the kids put their hands up! Back in the days, Sikh kids never got scared of grown men let alone 

other kids! There is something very wrong with modern day Sikhs and if it is not corrected, the results will be 

devastating. I mean look around you already, on how bad things are, don’t set up your kids to be there for the 

taking! It is important to get the foundations of a house right, if they are wrong, the house will collapse under a 

weak storm! Do not fail them as a parent, if they fail you that is beyond your control!  

I have the Blood of outlaws and 
rebels in me? – By Singhrow 

Productions 
 

 Some Sikhs really think that Sikhi is a Disney daisy fairy land 
fantasy type of religion; this is far from the truth, yes Sikhi is 
about love, humility and humanity! But our history is full of 
bloodshed and struggles. We are a live and let live people 
until someone crosses the line, many people have said that if 
you are on the right side of Sikhs they will treat you like a 
king or queen; but if you are on the wrong side of Sikhs, 
before you blink your eyes, their blades will have poked your 
neck with lighting speed and fierce agility!  

The Gurus and Sikhs have always put Gods laws before any 
man made laws and governments. The Gurus themselves 
broke many laws of the government’s they lived under; they 
were branded outlaws and criminals by the authorities. 
(Gods laws are perfect and pure, manmade courts and 
legislations can be unjust and corrupt). Sikhs have always 
rebelled against unjust laws and authorities, the Gurus 
themselves rejected the Sharia laws of the Mughal 
Government. Guru Nanak Dev Ji was the first Sikh outlaw 
who spoke against the cruel king of the time; Guru JI was 
arrested and pelted with stones in the streets by the jihadis. 

Guru Ji was kept in prison, until King Babbar, released him. Guru Arjan Dev Ji, Guru Hargobind Ji and Guru Teg 



Bahadur Ji were also arrested and charged with offences against the Government in charge. Guru Arjan Dev Ji 
and Guru Teg Bahadur Ji were given the death penalty for their alleged crimes (which were speaking the truth 
and standing up for the oppressed people). Guru Gobind Singh Ji had a different approach he never let anyone 
arrest him; he stayed armed and fought until his last breath. Guru Gobind Singh Ji broke many laws, in his time. 
Only Muslims were allowed to keep weapons, Guru Ji openly kept many weapons, and he started a rebellion 
which fought for justice. Guru Ji lived as a wanted fugitive until his last day!  

There is a lot of weird laws in place today, the governments of today are still corrupt but a lot of them hide it 
(like they did when they attacked countries for their oil), The UK bombed innocent Iraqis in the name of 
defending the UK, they showed this on TV and praised it and said any innocents killed are collateral damage. 
But when the opposition bombs the trains in the UK and kills innocents, they are criminals. The truth is they are 
both as bad as each other killing innocents! A Sikh should only fight for justice and never attack innocents, it sad 
to see people in Sikhi saroop fighting for corrupt Governments and armies around the globe. My general will 
ever only be Guru Gobind Singh Ji; my comrades will be the Khalsa. The khalsa has always helped other 
righteous armies and fought side by side, but our alliance has always been with our general the true tenth king. 
Never has a true Singh or kaur bowed to any other general, police force or armed force of the world!  

Once the British Government had outlawed the Kirpan of the Sikhs, a little 7 year old Singh rebelled; he went to 
the old bailey and pulled out a sword in front of the judge. He was arrested on the spot and charged, in his 
hearing he described that as a Sikh and warrior of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji he is ordained to bear weapons, and 
if he takes them off, he has turned his back on his Guru and Wahegurus Army. The judge laughed and said if you 
can handle 200 lashes without a tear, you can keep your sword (he was being sarcastic). They lashed his hand 
with a whip and every time the little lion said waheguru, but he never shed a tear, instead the judge was 
shocked at his courage and broke down, after this the ban was lifted. Shaheed udam Singh gunned down a 
general who was responsible for the massacre of hundreds of Sikhs; he was given the death penalty and 
branded one of Britain’s most notorious criminals!  

In recent history in 1984, Sikhs smuggled weapons to their homes to protect themselves from the tyrannical 
Indian forces, the media portrayed the Sikh vigilantes as rebels! The moral of the story is that when you stand 
up for truth and your self defense, the media will call you all sorts! But in this life you got to do what you got to, 
and only God can truly judge you. The only authority the khalsa has is waheguru, Sikhs are not on earth to be 
politically correct puppets, we are here to rebel against injustices and kick some arse and cause havoc if need 
be. Even in the UK Singhs had to stab up the nazis back in the day in the 70s and 80s, To this day Sikh gangs have 
fought with jihadi gangs on the streets of the UK, in knife and gun fights. The struggle will never end for Sikhs, I 
mean life would be boring for Sikhs without a cause to fight for; the shit is never going to end. More Sikhs will 
be shaheed, imprisoned, and be breaking laws and fighting corruption and evil doers all over the globe. Sikhi 
has never been wishy washy or for pansies, it has been for die hards (ANKHI SOORMEY) - these days we are 
giving Amrit to anyone, but remember the 5 Singhs had to give their heads to receive it. Amrit comes at a price, 
it is not taken just so you can sit at home and eat ladoos and get fat, No No No - back in the days when Sikhs 
took Amrit they were assigned tasks and missions in their misls (crews). If you aint got that much guts, and are 
scared of fighting or going prison etc the minimum anyone should be doing is parchaar, preach the truth, get the 
voice of the oppressed out there. We are Saint Soldiers remember, not just a saint and not just a soldier. If 
you’re just a saint you will not kill when your mum is getting raped, and if you’re just a soldier you will be too 
ruthless and maybe kill innocents! Get the balance right. We are the lions of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji; we walk 
with our head held high because we are so proud to have a warrior father like him. Some people say I like Guru 
Nanak Dev Ji but Guru Gobind Singh Ji was too hardcore, the jot is the same , there is no difference, Guru Nanak 
Dev Ji came back ten times to show us how to live!  

 

 

 

 

 



Hardships are our comfort – By Singhrow Productions 

 Hardships are the breath of life for the Sikh 

nation, the more our enemies try to oppress us 

the more we grow. We have survived in the harsh 

jungles, by sleeping with the snakes and lions in 

the cold winters. Genocides and massacres have 

spilt our blood and reduced our numbers, but our 

spirit is the same! They have locked us up, but our 

souls are free, the nishan Sahibs of our nation fly 

high across the globe! They have burnt us, 

tortured us, raped us, tried to enslave us but how 

can the sons and daughter of Kings be slaves! Our 

crowns are still on our head; our manes (beards) 

are still flowing. Our Singhnis faces are still 

glowing. They eyes of our warriors are dyed red 

with might (biras) and the khalsa vigilantes (Gods 

army) is still armed ready to defend if need be. 

Our soldiers are the type to run at a tank with a 

kitchen knife. They have infiltrated the panth 

with messed up ideologies, the weak get 

confused, but Real Sikhs still know and live by the truth. We will never surrender, even if our swords are blunt 

due to prolonged wars. They have ripped the hearts of little Sikh babies and the hearts were thrust into the 

mouth of their parents! But Sikhs still have love in their hearts for their community and nation; they have cut us 

limb by limb, and boiled us alive! But the naam has never left our lips! Crowds of Sikhs have been sprayed up 

with bullets from machine guns, but that didn’t scare our nation. We always get justice, by the use of arms! We 

seek protection from waheguru, our alliance is with the Guru and our weapons, the jungles are our home! We 

are the lions and lionesses of the Punjab; we will tackle every issue that affects our community until our last 

breath!  

They have desecrated our temples and burnt our scriptures, but the revolutionaries of our community still 

flourish, ready to pounce when the time is right! We have chopped of the heads of our enemies in the past; we 

don’t stop even when our heads have been chopped of (Baba Deep Singh JI). our women are generals and 

willing to fight brave men without fear, that’s the power our Guru has bestowed upon us with the water of the 

double edged sword! They have tried to silence us and destroy our community, but we are still here and will 

always be here until the world ends. The enemies of the Sikhs will vanish like the mughals did, but the Sikhs will 

still parade their nishan Sahibs across the globe. The blades of the mighty khalsa are sharp and ready to kill 

those who want to kill us. The Guns of the khalsa are oiled and greased ready to bust at those that bust at us. 

Get used to seeing the Sikhs around, because we are here to stay, even death is shook of the real khalsa! The 

real khalsa will rather die than convert to any other faith; the real khalsa is the image of Sri Guru Gobind Singh 

Ji. This is a message to all UK Sikhs, train and pray…Our community is getting attacked daily with in the UK. My 

question is what are you going to do to defend it, spread the awareness and preach our religion. Play your part, 

these hardships are there to make you stronger in your bond between you and the Guru, never lose hope, in 

Sikhi there is always light the end of the tunnel. The enemies of the Sikhs meet miserable deaths, and the sell 

outs will always regret if not in this world, they will in after life!  

 



Warrior Heritage – By 

Singhrow productions 
When we are born into A Sikh Family, we are automatically 

born with a duty to uphold our warrior tradition (This goes 

without saying or a choice)! Every Sikh family down the 

line will have brave Shaheeds who sacrificed their life 

fighting for Sikhi or humanity! Our history is full of guts, 

honour, valour, courage, dignity, sacrifice and bravery. A 

lot of nations know about our glorious past, the stories of 

our ancestors still have an impact and make our spinal hair 

shiver and stand on edge! This hard reputation did not 

come easy; training had a big part to play in our victories. 

Guru Angad Dev Ji got the Sikhs into wrestling, and each 

Guru added some sort of physical activity and martial 

tradition to our community! Sikhs were very skilled in using 

all types of weapons from knives, to guns, arrows and 

cannons. The Gurus set up mock battles and went through 

strategies and tactics on how to come out on top! The 

Singhs bodies were like iron, they kept a strict diet and 

most Singhs trained every day after their morning prayers! 

They did all sorts of training, from bodyweight (resistant) to cardio and the use of arms! After Rehras Singhs 

used to pay respect to their weapons and sing warrior ballads and hope that they die on the battlefield 

protecting Sikhi. Physical training also helps your spirituality, as it sorts out your metabolism and posture (which 

helps you wake up at amritvela and sit for longer). A person gets confidence and self belief when they are in 

good shape, add Gurbani to that and then you get the fearless Saint soldiers of Guru Nanak Dev Ji. On the 

battlefield Sikhs used to come out victorious against the most difficult if not impossible odds. Our moral 

conduct in warfare was unmatched; we never attacked innocent civilians or committed any violation to any 

innocent being! Even our enemies deep down were shocked and praised our fighting skills and righteous 

character. A lot of enemy troops changed alliances and joined the Khalsa after hearing about our unmatched 

character.  

 

In this life you have to be tough, you have to be on it, you have to be tooled up (at yard at least for robbers etc). 

There comes a time in most people’s lives were you are in a kill or be killed situation, you got to train for that 

day all of your life so that you come out on top! The streets are the modern day battle grounds, where anything 

can pop off. You must be a fast runner and be able to run for a long distant, you must be fast, agile and strong! 

The ability to protect yourself and your family is a must , not only is it common sense, the Sikh code of conduct 

commands all Singh’s to be ever battle ready! This new trend of weak Singhs (Papu) is a dilution of our warrior 

tradition; it is destroying the image of our great past. There is many Singhs still holding it up today, my request 

is don’t get brainwashed by the wishy washy Singhs, who don’t train and say that God will help you when you 

are in danger. God only helps those who help themselves, God gave you the roti, but it isn’t going to fly into 

your mouth, you have to make the effort and put it in your mouth (and you have to work for it to buy it). The 



same way you have to make an effort for your health, to keep yourself fit and strong, to help the needy and 

oppressed! Unless you have a disease of some sort, there is no excuse for any Singh to look down and not see 

their penis. If your belly is that fat, you are lazy and are distorting the warrior image that the Sikh panth has 

been blessed with. You don’t have to be massive or take steroids, just be fit and healthy! Plus it will help you 

get married quicker lol – (I bet bare mans will be on it now, once you mention marriage). But yeah I doubt many 

guys would marry an obese woman, so what makes you think a woman would marry you if you’re obese. So join 

a gym, start a Gurdwara Gym, go to the park, train at home, .....whatever , do something! There should be no 

such thing as Sikhs getting bullied, put your kids in MMA, etc, It is very disheartening to know, that a lot of Sikh 

kids are getting bullied, we are meant to be helping the weak, not becoming weaklings ourselves! Fix up peeps 

make a change today!   

Know the streets otherwise its nothing but 

defeat!  

By Singhrow Productions 
 

Let’s not mess about and go straight into reality - It is 

kuljug (dark times), meaning there isn’t going to be many 

happy endings in life (let’s leave that to Disney). It is a 

dangerous and grimey world, where it is easier to die than 

stay alive in some parts of the world, but is any where 

really safe?, cos who knows what or who is around the 

corner!  

All the Gurus were very streetwise; they were clued up 

about their current times, and the ins and outs of the era 

they lived in. They knew preventive methods to keep the 

Sikhs safe from the dangers they faced. Guru Nanak Dev Ji 

travelled the streets and was very street wise. He came 

across all types of dangers from thugs to ruthless killers 

(Read his sakhis and find out). Even Guru Nanak Dev Ji 

carried a very small concealable dagger to protect himself if 

need be.  Our Gurus have taught us to be streetwise! 

Streetwise don’t mean, hang on the corner and sell drugs 

lol – It means know the world in which you live in, don’t be 

naive, and be aware of issues and agendas that are 

dangerous to you! 

So many Sikh kids are being kept in a bubble and are being “wrapped up in cotton wool”. I am not saying they 

should join gangs and shoot people etc, but they should be clued up and know what the hell is going on around 

them in this world. By putting our kids in a bubble, we are turning them into dopey goofballs, instead of sharp 

and streetwise individuals. So many kids are clueless about the agendas of  traps of Muslim groomers etc, even 

when you tell them they don’t wake up.This new generation of clueless Sikh kids are too good for their own 

good, (Nothing to be proud of really, cos that is not Sikhi, that is just warped zombies walking around, ready for 

the taking).  



We all have to walk on the streets, it is something we can’t avoid, and so trying to shelter kids from the reality 

of the streets is not the ideal way to raise them. Our kids are smart at school and have degrees and educational 

wisdom by the time they are young adults, but a lot of them lack common sense and awareness on simple 

street shit! That is why they freeze when shit hits the fan (or if there is a minor incident). Most Sikhs are quite 

well off and middle class, so the upbringing of their kids is very cosy and sheltered (which is not a bad thing), 

but if you compare that to a working class kid in a council estate, - Most times the working class kid is much 

more streetwise!  I am not saying let’s all move into council estates and become working class again, but what I 

am saying is that, pretending to make the world look like dipsy and lala land to your kids is not the way either. 

You have to tell them the facts, that you can get kidnapped, molested, raped, killed (if you don’t believe me 

peeps just read the news please). So many kids get sexually abused but can’t work out what it is until they get 

older; this is because their parents have never talked to them about it!  If you never tell your kids about the 

dangers out here, they will never be able to go into defence mode or be alert when danger is approaching them.  

I have seen a lot of Sikh orgs give the advice that Sikhs should never attack first etc, this might be pleasant and 

nice in theory, but in reality it is quite dangerous and unpractical! If you know its beef and there’s going to be an 

encounter, it’s best just to get the first hit/blow/strike/shot in! Attack is the best form of defence; it reduces the 

risk of you getting hurt, cos all it takes is one hit for a serious injury or death! Hesitation can cost you your life; if 

someone rapes your mum are you going to give them the chance to hit you first! Wtf, there is no honour in beef 

no more, the streets are mean (only the clever survive), you have to be on top of your game and use tactics, 

there is no fair play and anything goes. It is about surviving and using strategies to help you achieve victory (by 

any means necessary). Its 2011 (times are bad) it is not a time for pussy footing around and believing in nice 

theories, avoid an encounter, but if a situation is building up to a fight, get in there first, land properly! It’s easy 

giving all that righteous valour talk in theory, but a lot of the orgs that give that have not had real fights etc, 

they have not survived the mean streets (At Singhrow we are talking from experience)! It’s easy to go to camps 

and teach young Sikhs don’t hit first, or let the bully hit you three times, then react. The real peeps know that 

this is not practical and that you could be setting yourself up for a serious injury or death if you listen to these 

orgs! Get in their first peeps – But if you think we are wrong that’s up to you, learn the hard way! (That’s if you 

are not dead or brain damaged after letting your opponent hit you first)  

Singhrow Study – Understanding Our Guru 

Introduction 

A lot of Sikh-Punjabi youth and even me for years did not realise who and what our Guru is! Although it is a very 

simple concept to understand, a lot of people and parchaarics don’t get this concept out to the Sangat. Only when 

we realise who and what our Guru is; will we take our religion serious. I am not going to write lines after lines in 

this study, I’m just going to make a few basic concepts clear. 

What Does Guru Mean? 

Gu means darkness and ru means light, in other words Guru means the teacher that can take us from a dark-dirty 

mind to an enlightened state of mind.  

Who is the present Guru of the Sikhs? 

The true Guru of the Sikhs is Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, if you don’t believe that; then you are not a part of the Sikh 

nation (simple as that). 

Before Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji left for Sukhkhand he told us: 



SAB SIKHAN KO HUKAM HAI GURU MANEYO GRANTH 

I order every Sikh to accept Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji as the eternal Guru for Sikhs. 

 

What is our Guru? 

Our Guru is God on earth, there is no difference between the (jot) light of waheguru and the Jot (light) of Sri Guru 

Nanak dev Ji. 

ANG 1408 SGGSJ – The Embodiment of light the lord himself is called Guru Nanak. 

ANG 1409 SGGSJ – There is no difference between God & the Guru. The Guru is the personification of the Lord. 

ANG 308 SGGSJ – O Gursikhs, know that the Shabad of the True Guru is absolutely true. The Lord causes the Guru 

to Chant it. 

Way of Looking at it: 

God (formless Guru) = Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji (Shabad Guru) = Jot in Physical Bodies of the Gurus 

Vapour=Water=Ice 

Shabad from Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji: 

Rehani Rehai Soiee Sikh Mera, Ohu Sahib Mai Uska Chera - A Sikh who follows the teachings’ is my master and me 

their slave 

Bina Rehat Ne Sikh Kahavai, Rehat Bina Chota Kavai- Without the Sikh discipline don’t call yourself a true Sikh, 

without the discipline, at the court of the lord you shall be punished. 

Rehat pyari mujh ko, Sikh Pyara Nahe- The Sikh Discipline is more valuable to me that the so called Sikh who has 

no Rehat 

Pritham Rehat Yahe Jan, Khande ki Pahul Shhekeh- The First/supreme discipline is to drink the nectar of the 

double edged sword. 

Way Forward 

How many Amrit velas do we miss?  

How much Pyaar do we show fellow Sikhs?  

Do you ever Skip/miss your Nitnem?  

We all know how much we need to improve our rehat, never give up, keep trying and asking Guru Ji for help. 

Kuljug is strong so it is a hard battle, but Gurbani is stronger therefore it can be done (if we use Gurbani as our 

weapon). Remember when you take Amrit you must realise; you are joining Akal Purakh Ki Fauj (it is not a joke). 

When you take Amrit you have enrolled into the school of Sikhi (it is just the start of the learning). When people 

see Amritdharis they are under the false illusion that these are perfect people, but in fact Amritdharis go through 

the same mind games as non- Amritdharis. Only the Amritdharis who have put in the devotion and merged back 

with Waheguru are free from mind games. 

 



 

 

 

 

Singhrow: Study on Satkar (Respect of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji) 

Those who do not respect Gurbani are not my Sikhs – Sri Guru Har Rai (7th Guru of Sikhs) 

We could be here for hours talking about how the satkar for Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji can be improved 

throughout the UK. But in this study I will be highlighting two violations and the way forward to resolve these 

issues.  

Issue 1 – Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji taken to hotel for weddings. 

• Where ever the Guru goes that place becomes a Gurdwara. Therefore the whole building should have the 

code of conduct of a Gurdwara.  (Not a hard concept to understand). 

 

• So called Sikhs for their own convenience take Guru Ji to hotels where there is no Sikh Maryada, we all 

know what is present and what happens in hotels. 

 

• After the Lavan Guru Ji is rushed out and sent away; so the party can start. (But people still think they will 

still receive the Guru’s blessings) 

 

• If you wanted your Gran’s blessings before doing something would you go to her or make her come to you. 

A sensible person out of respect would go to their Gran. 

Solution: Prevention is better than cure, if we flood the Gurdwaras and youth scene with a simple leaflet, our 

youth will not book weddings in hotels. (A lot of youth don’t know this is wrong because of the lack of knowledge). 

Issue 2 – the halls of corruption with Guru Ji’s money. 

• The sangat work hard (blood, sweat and tears) and give their money to Guru Ji (golak) for a just cause. They 

expect the money to be used on charity, food for langar and Gurdwara preservations. The money should 

be used for something righteous as it is the Guru’s money. The money should not be used to sponsor sin 

and corrupt activities. 

 

• A lot of Gurdwaras are using the Gurus money to build halls in which parties take place. A corrupt 

environment is created in the name of Guru Nanak Dev Ji (because the Gurus money is used and the 

building is Gurdwara Property). Some even have statues of shaheeds in front of the main entrance. A lot of 

them have Khandas and Gurbani on the main boards of the building at the front.  

 

 

• Drugs such as Alcohol and meat are consumed in the Gurus building. Inappropriate tunes are played, im 

not saying don’t party etc thats up to you but not in the premises of the Guru thats all, theres a time and 

place for everything.  



Solution: Again once the youth is educated about this hopefully they will not book parties and maybe after seeing 

a rebellion from the Sangat, the Gurdwara management will come to its senses and use the halls for righteous 

things.  

It is the duty of every Sikh to make every other Sikh house hold aware of these things and to spread awareness 

about these violations. Education of the coming generation is vital to make a U-turn to these violations.  

 


